
Early Lunar Magnetism
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It is uncertain whether the Moon ever formed a metallic core or generated a core dynamo.
The lunar crust and returned samples are magnetized, but the source of this magnetization could
be meteoroid impacts rather than a dynamo. Here, we report magnetic measurements and
40Ar/39Ar thermochronological calculations for the oldest known unshocked lunar rock, troctolite
76535. These data imply that there was a long-lived field on the Moon of at least 1 microtesla
~4.2 billion years ago. The early age, substantial intensity, and long lifetime of this field support
the hypothesis of an ancient lunar core dynamo.

Before the Apollo missions, the Moon
was often thought to be a primordial un-
differentiated relic of the early solar system

(1) that had never formed a core or generated a
magnetic dynamo. Because it was well known that
the Moon presently has no global magnetic field
(2), it was a surprise when the Apollo subsatellites
and surfacemagnetometers detectedmagnetic fields
originating from the lunar crust (3), and paleo-

magnetic analyses of returned samples identified
natural remanent magnetization (NRM) (4). The
magnetization of many samples must have been
produced by ancient magnetic fields, but the as-
sociation of crustal magnetization with impact
structures (5, 6) and the identification of NRM in
<200-million-year-old impact glasses (7) suggest
that the field sources could have been impact-
generated plasmas (8–11) rather than a core dynamo

(12). Determining the source of lunar paleofields
is critical for understanding the thermal evolution
of the Moon, the limits of dynamo generation in
small bodies, and, by implication, the magneti-
zation of asteroids and meteorites.

A key difficulty is that available lunar rocks are
often poor recorders of magnetic fields (13, 14).
Most highlands samples are brecciated and/or
shocked, making it difficult to distinguish between
NRM acquired instantaneously during shock-
magnetization or from long-lived dynamo fields
(11). A further complication is that the precise
thermal histories ofmost lunar rocks are unknown.
Their magnetization ages have often been assumed
to be equal to their radiometric ages (14), even
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Fig. 1. NRM in troctolite
76535. (A toD) Two-dimensional
projection of the NRM vector
during AF demagnetization.
Closed symbols represent end
points ofmagnetizationprojected
onto the horizontal N and E
planes, and open symbols repre-
sent end points of magnetization
projected onto the vertical N andZ
planes. Peak fields for selected
AF steps are labeled inmT.Dashed
lines are component directions de-
termined from principal com-
ponent analyses (PCA). (A) AF
demagnetization of 76535,137,7
up to 252.5 mT and its LC com-
ponent. (B) AF demagnetization
of 76535,138,2 up to 172.5mT
and its LC component. (C) Zoom
of boxed region in (A), showing
data for the MC (blue) and HC
(red) components. Data points
are from averages of a total of
185 AF measurements. The HC
direction is anchored to the origin.
(D) Zoom of boxed region in (B),
showing data for the MC (blue)
and HC (red) components. Data
points are fromaverages of a total
of 1450 AF measurements. The
HC direction is anchored to the
origin. (E) Equal-areaprojection of
the remanence directions shown
in (A). (F) Equal-area projection
of the remanence directions
shown in (B) and first, second,
and third principal axes of the
anisotropyof remanenceellipsoid
(stars), calculated with a 100-mT
bias field ARM in a peak AF field
of 57 mT. (G) LC, MC, and HC
components obtained from PCA
of four subsamples studied (four symbols/colors), rotated so that all HC directions overlap with the HC direction of 137,7. Circles indicatemaximum angular deviations.
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though thermal events that can remagnetize rocks
may have no effect on most geochronometers.

Here, we report a magnetic study of an un-
shocked ancient rock with a well-constrained ther-
mal history, troctolite 76535.We applied 40Ar/39Ar
thermochronological constraints (15) in conjunc-
tionwith paleomagnetism to determinewhen 76535
was last remagnetized and to constrain the nature
and duration of the recorded paleofields. Because
of the putative late heavy bombardment at ~3.9
billion years ago (Ga), there are few lunar rocks
with 40Ar/39Ar ages older than ~4.0 billion years
and no paleomagnetic analyses from before this
time. However, it is during this early epoch when
a convecting core dynamo is most thermally plau-
sible (16). 76535 is the only known unshocked
(17–19) whole rock from this epoch (20).

76535 was found in a rake sample from the
ejecta blanket of a 10-m-diameter impact crater (21).
Four different chronometers (U/Pb, Th/Pb, Sm/Nd,
and 40Ar/39Ar) yielded indistinguishable ages of
4.2 to 4.3 billion years (22–26). Its Rb/Sr age is
less certain because of spurious effects associated
with olivine separates, ranging between 4.61 to
4.38 Ga (24, 27). The rock contains the ferro-
magnetic Fe-Ni-Co minerals kamacite and taenite
as free grains and as inclusions of oriented linear
arrays and needles (with axial ratios up to 45:1) in
plagioclase (17–19). An unsuccessful Thellier-
Thellier paleointensity experiment on 76535 (14)
indicated that it contains a highly stable NRM
composed of at least two components and that its
Curie point is >780°C. The Co content of its iron
metal, up to 6 weight percent, among the largest
measured for any lunar sample (17, 28), would
indicate a Curie point of ~850°C (29).

To determine if 76535 has a record of lunar
magnetic paleofields, we conducted nondestructive
alternating field (AF) demagnetization of six un-
oriented polycrystalline chips. AF data for our four
most carefully controlled samples (137,1; 137,7;

137,8; and 138,2) demonstrate that the NRM con-
sists of low coercivity (LC), medium coercivity
(MC), and hard coercivity (HC) components [sup-
porting onlinematerial (SOM) text]. The LC com-
ponent, blocked below ~12 mT, is apparently a
combination of viscous remanent magnetization
and an isothermal remanent magnetization (IRM)
with a non-unidirectional orientation relative to the
MC and HC components (Fig. 1, A and B, and
figs. S1 and S2), resembling that observed inmany
other Apollo samples (14, 30) and meteorites (31).
The MC component is much weaker than the LC
component and extends from ~15mT to between 45
and 83mT (Fig. 1, C and D, and figs. S1 and S2,
blue). A final HC component trends to the origin
from 45 to between 83 and >250 mT, suggesting
that it is the final primary component (Fig. 1, C and
D, and figs. S1 and S2, red). The angular dis-
tances between the MC and HC components for
all four subsamples after correction for anisotropy
of remanence are similar (142° to 149°) and are
consistent with the two components being uni-
directional across the 76535 parent rock (Fig. 1G).
The high coercivities of NRM are also consistent
with the pseudo–single-domain state of the iron in
plagioclase-rich subsamples (fig. S11). The
inferred paleointensities (SOM text) for the MC
and HC components obtained using the anhys-
teretic remanent magnetization (ARM) and IRM
methods are at least 0.3 to 1 mT and possibly an
order of magnitude larger (for comparison, the
intensity of Earth’s dynamo field at the Earth’s
surface is ~50 mT). Such paleointensities are far
larger than that expected from external sources
like the Earth, sun, protoplanetary disk, or galaxy
from 4.3 to 4.2 Ga (SOM text) but are consistent
with fields generated by meteoroid impacts and a
lunar core dynamo.

The latter two possibilities can be distin-
guished by use of a diversity of petrologic and
geochronologic data on 76535. The complete lack

of shock features in 76535 [peak shock pressures
of <5 GPa (17)] argues against isothermal shock
remanent magnetization (SRM) [which for these
pressures typically blocks below coercivities of
<~30 mT (32, 33)], as well as the possibility of
shock-produced thermoremanent magnetization
(TRM) [the temperature increase for any shock
of <5 GPa is negligible (34, 35)]. The low ratio of
NRM to saturation IRM above 15 mT rules out
magnetization by impact-generated (36) and artifi-
cial IRM fields. These data indicate that nonshock
TRM is the most likely explanation for the MC
component and much of the HC component (37).

Petrologic analyses suggest that 76535 expe-
rienced only two cooling events that could have
blocked TRM (Fig. 2). The rock crystallized as a
cumulate at ~45 km depth (17, 18, 38), and multi-
ple thermobarometers indicate that it later experi-
enced progrademetamorphism to peak temperatures
of >800° to 900°C (38–42). The observed equi-
librium compositions of kamacite and taenite in-
dicate that it then cooled slowly (at ~10°C per
million years) to at least ~400°C (17), over which
time five independent geochronometers closed to
yield radiometric ages that are indistinguishable
within their uncertainties of 50 to 100 million
years ago (Ma). Observations of Fe-Mg order-
ing in 76535 orthopyroxene indicate that after
excavation, it was heated again to at least 500°C
and then cooled more rapidly to ~–20°C (the
lunar near-surface temperature) over a period of
~10,000 years, probably in an ejecta blanket at
~200 m depth (39). Extrapolation of measure-
ments of the diffusivity of Ni in taenite (43, 44)
and the observation that the 400°C kamacite
equilibrium composition was preserved after ex-
cavation imply that the peak temperature reached
during burial was <500° to 600°C. This predic-
tion is also in agreement with the 600°C tem-
perature inferred from symmetry transitions in
76535 anorthite that formed during rapid cooling

Fig. 2. Thermal history
of troctolite 76535, as
inferred from a variety
of petrologic and geo-
chronometric measure-
ments. Stars and solid
lines indicate relatively
well-constrained times
and temperatures.Dashed
lines indicate less-certain
time-temperaturehistories.
References for the vari-
ous data sets described
here are found in the
main text. Axes are not
linearly scaled. My, mil-
lion years; ky, thousand
years.
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(19, 45). A final event excavated the rock to a
depth of ~30 cm where it remained for much of
the last ~220 million years (23).

Fission track data (46), in conjunction with
our calculations using 40Ar/39Ar data (25), demon-
strate that initial excavation took place at ~4.2 Ga.
Because the rock was heated to 500° to 600°C
after initial excavation, its fission track age (~4.2
billion years, when corrected for annealing at am-
bient lunar surface temperatures) must have been
completely reset at this time [see (47, 48)]. The
lack of evidence for Ar loss after 4.2 Ga places a
conservative upper bound of heating for ~50 years
at 500°C at 3.9 Ga, the time of major basin for-
mation, or several hours at 800°C (Fig. 3) (SOM
text). Limits placed on events since 3.9 Ga are
even more stringent (Fig. 3C). Therefore, a sim-
ple interpretation of thesemagnetic data are that the
HC component was acquired during slow cooling
in the deep crust at ~4.2 Ga and the MC com-
ponent was acquired just after excavation during
cooling in an ejecta blanket over ~10,000 years.
The cooling rates experienced by 76535 during
both events require that the magnetizing fields
persisted for far longer than expected for the

longest-lived impact-generated fields [just ~1 day
for the largest basins (10)]. The slow cooling rate
for the HC component indicates that the field was
stable over millions of years, comparable to super-
chrons on Earth during the last several hundred
million years (49).

Although the Ar data are permissive of ex-
tremely brief ad hoc heating events (such as those
from deposition in shallow ejecta blankets) after
4.2 Ga, we can demonstrate that even if such events
took place, the durations of the magnetic fields
from such impacts are too short to be a plausible
source of the magnetization in 76535. Conductive
heating from a hot ejecta blanket would raise the
temperature of the ~5-cm-diameter rock (conserv-
atively assuming it has always been no larger than
its size as sampled by Apollo 17) from –20°C
(ambient subsurface) to 770°C (the minimum
Curie temperature) in approximately 1000 s (fig.
S12). However, spontaneously generated fields
due to plasma currents ormotion of charged ejecta
are believed to disappear in <~102 s for craters
<100 km in diameter (8, 9), before the rock could
even begin to cool and acquire TRM. Such short
thermal events are also unlikely to have occurred

during the last 4 billion years because they would
require the rock to be in a thin ejecta blanket un-
realistically close to the surface (<10 cm) (fig.
S12), in contradiction with its exposure age of
220million years and neutron capture data (23, 50).
Even the day-long impact-generated fields that
may have been present during major basin for-
mation ~3.9 Ga would require an unrealistically
small <~1-m-thick ejecta blanket to permit 76535
to acquire TRM (SOM text). Therefore, the most
reasonable remaining origin for the high-coercivity
NRM in 76535 is from long-lived magnetic
fields like those expected from a core dynamo.

The plausibility of a lunar dynamo has been
questioned because of the unconfirmed existence
of a fluid metallic core (51), the difficulty of sus-
taining a dynamo at least 600 million years after
accretion (16, 52), and large paleointensities of
~100 mT that are difficult to reconcile with theo-
retical predictions (51, 53). However, recent pre-
dictions of the effect of dissipation at a liquid-core
mantle boundary on the orientation of the lunar
spin axis (54) and refined measurements of the
tidal Love number (55) have provided growing
evidence that the Moon even today has a small

Fig. 3. 40Ar/39Ar thermochronological constraints on troctolite 76535. (A)
Diffusivity as a function of temperature (Arrhenius plot) calculated from 39Ar
release data of Husain and Schaeffer (25). Circles are the diffusion coefficients
calculated following (56). The solid line is the model D(T )/a2 obtained from the
linear regression to data collected below 1350°C, where D is the diffusivity as a
function of temperature T and a is the radius of the diffusion domain. (B)
Measured and modeled 40Ar*/39Ar ratio evolution spectra. 40Ar*/39Ar ratios, R
(normalized to the plateau ratio, Rplateau). Circles are the

40Ar*/39Ar data of (25)
with associated uncertainties. The model spectra were calculated with use of a
spherical one-domain model with the diffusivity shown in (A) for thermal
disturbances at 3.9 Ga lasting for 1 year at various constant temperatures: 500°C
(dotted line), 600°C (dashed line), 700°C (dash-dot line), and 800°C (solid line).
(C) Time-temperature constraints derived from 40Ar*/39Ar data. Shown is an
upper limit on the temperature experienced by the rock for a thermal disturbance
at 3.9 Ga (solid curve) and 220 Ma (dotted curve) for various assumed heating
duration. The short dashed line shows the lower limit on the Curie point derived
from the data of (14), and the long dashed line shows the best estimate of the
Curie point using the Co content of 76535 metal, as measured by (17).
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(~350-km radius) partially liquid core. Further-
more, the field that magnetized 76535, which is
~300 million years older than that recorded by all
previously studied lunar samples, is from the
early epoch when the Moon would have most
likely had a convecting core due to enhanced heat
flow and a possible cumulate overturn event (52).
Finally, the NRM in 76535 indicates that mini-
mum paleointensities were of order microteslas,
consistent with the theoretical expectations for a
lunar core dynamo (53). Our data and these
considerations suggest that at 4.2 Ga, the Moon
possessed a dynamo field, and by implication a
convecting metallic core.
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Contribution of Fish to the Marine
Inorganic Carbon Cycle
R. W. Wilson,1* F. J. Millero,2* J. R. Taylor,2 P. J. Walsh,2,3 V. Christensen,4
S. Jennings,5 M. Grosell2*

Oceanic production of calcium carbonate is conventionally attributed to marine plankton
(coccolithophores and foraminifera). Here we report that marine fish produce precipitated
carbonates within their intestines and excrete these at high rates. When combined with estimates
of global fish biomass, this suggests that marine fish contribute 3 to 15% of total oceanic
carbonate production. Fish carbonates have a higher magnesium content and solubility than
traditional sources, yielding faster dissolution with depth. This may explain up to a quarter of the
increase in titratable alkalinity within 1000 meters of the ocean surface, a controversial
phenomenon that has puzzled oceanographers for decades. We also predict that fish carbonate
production may rise in response to future environmental changes in carbon dioxide, and thus
become an increasingly important component of the inorganic carbon cycle.

The inorganic half of the marine carbon
cycle includes biogenic reaction of sea-
water calcium (Ca2+) with bicarbonate

(HCO3
−), producing insoluble calcium carbonate

(CaCO3) in the process of calcification (1):

Ca2+ + 2HCO3
− ↔ CaCO3 + CO2 + H2O

The vast majority of oceanic calcification is
by planktonic organisms (2). Coccolithophores
are considered to be the major contributor, but
foraminifera are also included in global carbonate
budgets (3). Upon death, their carbonate “skel-
etons” are released and rapidly sink to deeper
ocean layers. Based on observations and models,
estimates of global production of new CaCO3

range from 0.7 to 1.4 Pg CaCO3-C year−1 (4–7)
(Fig. 1).

It is less widely known that all marine teleosts
(bony fish) produce and excrete carbonate pre-
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UK. 2Rosenstiel School of Marine and Atmospheric Science,
University of Miami, Miami, FL 33149–1098, USA. 3University
of Ottawa, Ottawa, ON K1N 6N5, Canada. 4Fisheries Centre,
University of British Columbia, Vancouver, BC V6T 1Z4,
Canada. 5Centre for Environment, Fisheries and Aquaculture
Science, Lowestoft, and School of Environmental Sciences,
University of East Anglia, Norwich NR4 7TJ, UK.
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1.0. Introduction 

 
Our subsamples of 76535 were collected as chips from the interior of the parent rock 

(76535,0) clear of any space-weathered or saw cut surfaces.  Measurements of natural 

remanent magnetization (NRM) were performed in the MIT Paleomagnetism Laboratory 

(http://web.mit.edu/paleomag) with a 2G Enterprises Superconducting Rock 

Magnetometer 755 (sensitivity ~1×1012 Am2) housed inside a magnetically shielded room 

(DC field < 150 nT).   Nearly all sample handling was conducted inside a class 10,000 

clean laboratory within this shielded room. 

To assess the nature of the multicomponent NRM in our samples, we conducted 

room-temperature, three-axis alternating field (AF) demagnetization using a robotic 

sample handling system integrated with the magnetometer (S1). This automation 

permitted us to collect many more AF and rock magnetic measurements per sample than 

previous lunar experiments.  Prior to this analysis our samples had been stored for 6-15 

months in our magnetically shielded clean room.  After AF demagnetization our samples 

were subjected to paleointensity analyses, selected rock magnetization experiments, 

hysteresis analyses, and magnetic viscosity experiments.  In the following sections we 

describe each of these analyses and then end by providing further details about our 
40Ar/39Ar thermochronology calculations and our models of the thermal history of 76535.  

 

2.0. Alternating field demagnetization 

 

To reduce spurious anhysteretic remanent magnetization (ARM) noise from our AF 

system (see Section 3), we performed each AF step multiple times (2-30) and computed 

the vector mean. A four-point vector running average was then performed on the AF 

measurements at progressively higher AF fields to produce the data shown in Figs. 1, S1 
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and S2.  The reported AF field at each step is the median field of the four steps.  Because 

we found that 76535 is susceptible to gyroremanent magnetization (GRM) (see Section 

3.2), the data in Figs. 1, S1 and S2 have been corrected using the Zijderveld-Dunlop 

averaging method (S2).  Taking the average of multiple AF steps at a single AF level also 

improves the accuracy of the GRM correction.  The data for two of our subsamples were 

processed using over 1300 individual AF steps at coercivities above 25 mT (1450 steps 

for 138,2 and 1320 steps for 137,8). 

While thermal demagnetization is traditionally the favored mechanism for 

assessing the remanence in terrestrial samples, there are several reasons why AF 

demagnetization is advantageous for lunar studies.  Firstly, lunar and other extraterrestrial 

materials are rare, and heating permanently alters the samples such that they are often 

unsuitable for any subsequent petrologic and geochronological studies.  While terrestrial 

datasets often have dozens of samples from one rock type, the mass of lunar materials 

typically allocated to investigators is far more limited.  Previous thermal demagnetization 

of 76535 has shown that it alters substantially during heating (S3). 

A second and related reason for using AF demagnetization is that extensive 

studies of rock magnetic properties can be conducted on the very same unaltered 

subsample that was AF demagnetized.  Such studies, which can include magnetic 

anisotropy, acquisition of ARM and isothermal remanent magnetization (IRM), 

hysteresis properties, and viscous magnetization acquisition, have proven critical for 

determining the nature of the remanence in our samples.  A third but unexpected 

advantage of AF demagnetization over thermal demagnetization methods is that it 

allowed us to identify and completely remove secondary IRM observed in 76535.  The 

major disadvantages of performing room temperature demagnetization are AF-related 

noise sources like GRM and spurious-ARM, the inability to assess the blocking 

temperature distribution of NRM, and the inability to conduct Thellier-Thellier 

paleointensity analyses.  Fortunately, our automated high-resolution AF demagnetizer 

(S1) can rapidly acquire thousands of AF measurements per sample, enabling very 

detailed studies of the behavior of the remanence vector and allowing us to average many 

measurements to reduce spurious-ARM noise, as described above. 
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3.0. Spurious remanence acquired during alternating field demagnetization 

 

During AF demagnetization, 76535 increasingly acquires spurious remanence with 

growing peak AF field.  This spurious remanence consists of (i) randomly oriented ARM 

due to imperfections in the AF equipment and (ii) GRM acquired as a result of the rock’s 

anisotropy and our static three-axis AF protocol.  The collective effect of these two 

artificial magnetization sources is substantial directional scatter of the NRM vector 

during AF demagnetization.   

We can reproduce this scatter by AF demagnetizing a laboratory remanence 

equivalent to that inferred from our AF demagnetization of NRM experiments.   For 

example, we applied to sample 137,1 an ARM with a DC bias field of 0.05 mT in a peak 

AF field of 290 mT oriented in the approximate direction of the MC component.  This 

ARM was chosen to mimic a natural TRM acquired in a paleofield approximately 

equivalent in strength to that inferred from our paleointensity experiments (Fig. S3).   We 

then rotated the sample and applied an IRM of 15 mT in the approximate direction of the 

LC component. AF demagnetization of this two-component remanence (ARM 0.05 mT + 

IRM 15mT) up to 13 mT revealed a linear monotonic decay of the vector to the 

approximate direction of the ARM (Fig. S4B), just as observed for NRM.  The sample 

moment then remained in the vicinity of the ARM until at least AF 126.3 mT, with nearly 

identical scatter as observed for NRM in this range.  The fact that this scatter is 

reproducible indicates that noise encountered during AF demagnetization of NRM is not 

inconsistent with an underlying NRM acquired in paleofields with substantial (Earth-

strength or greater) paleointensities.  We next explain how we substantially reduced this 

ARM noise and spurious GRM to recover an accurate estimate of the NRM. 

 

3.1. Spurious anhysteretic remanent magnetization.  It is well known that secondary 

harmonics in the AF waveform due to current fluctuations and imperfections in the AF 

equipment can cause a sample to acquire a spurious ARM (S4-8).  This often appears as a 

random component added to the residual NRM and can be identified as directional scatter 

during repeat AF measurements at the same peak field.  As discussed in Section 2, we 
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have reduced ARM noise by making repeat AF measurements (up to 30) at the same peak 

field, and then averaging the repeated steps.  

 

3.2. Gyroremanent magnetization.  During static AF demagnetization, anisotropic 

samples will acquire a GRM that is oriented orthogonal to the direction of the AF axis 

(S9).  To test for GRM acquisition we conducted two experiments.  In the first 

experiment, we compared the NRM of 76535,137,7 measured after each of three uniaxial 

(x (N-S), y (E-W), z (U-D)) AF steps for a given AF field.  We found that above AF ~40 

mT, the moment inclination after AF in the z direction, for example, is consistently 

shallower (closer to the x-y plane) than after AF in the x and y direction (Fig. S5A), with 

the degree of shallowing growing with increasing AF level.  This growth in remanence in 

the plane orthogonal to the z-axis suggests acquisition of GRM.  In the second 

experiment, after AF demagnetization of NRM to 290 mT we again conducted three-axis 

AF demagnetization of 76535,137,7 from 0 to 290 mT, following the methods of (S10). 

During this AF sequence, when measuring the remanence after the (final) z-axis AF 

demagnetization step only, we observed first a drop in sample moment followed by a rise 

in moment at AF levels above ~40 mT (Fig. S5B).  Like (S10), we can ascribe the initial 

drop in moment to AF demagnetization of GRM acquired during the last steps of our 

previous AF sequence (AF of NRM), and the subsequent rise in moment to progressive 

reacquisition of GRM in the equatorial x-y plane.  Note that the scatter away from these 

trends in Fig. S5 is very likely a manifestation of ARM noise superimposed on the GRM 

signal.   

The results of both experiments are consistent with 76535 being susceptible to 

GRM acquisition during AF demagnetization.  Except where noted, all measurements 

presented in Figs. 1, S1, S2 and used for our principal component analyses were 

corrected with the Zijderveld-Dunlop method (S2).  Our AF demagnetization scheme 

proceeded in the following order: y, z, x, y, and finally z.  The GRM-corrected 

magnetization is computed as the vector average of the latter three orthogonal 

measurements.  
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4.0. Obtaining magnetization components   

 

4.1. Principal component analyses.  After AF demagnetization, low coercivity (LC), 

medium coercivity (MC), and high coercivity (HC) components were identified with 

principal component analysis (S11).  AF demagnetization data for samples 76535,137,1 

and 76535,137,8 (not shown in main text) are shown in Figs. S1 and S2.  The AF steps, 

maximum angular deviation (MAD), anisotropy-corrected directions, and angular 

differences between the MC and HC components for all fits are summarized in Table S1.  

We note that the variability in the range of AF fields required to remove the MC 

component in different subsamples (from 44.5-82.9 mT) is likely a result of the 

inefficiency of AF demagnetization in removing two thermal components that are 

blocked across a mixture of coercivity levels. 

Sample 76535,137,1 was only demagnetized in one axis above 85 mT, and it was 

therefore not possible to GRM-correct its remanence above AF 85 mT.  However, above 

this AF level the sample shows the same well-defined origin-trending HC component as 

the other samples (Fig. S1B, green points).  Because the HC component in 76535,137,1 

manifests itself near the end of the three-axis demagnetization data (at approximately AF 

83-93 mT), to obtain a fit to the HC component we used the last point in the three-axis 

demagnetized GRM-corrected data (AF 82.9 mT) and the origin.  While such a two-point 

fit by itself would not be a robust measure of the final HC component, the fit passes 

through many points of the single-axis data that trend to the origin, which justifies its use.  

In addition, it produces an anisotropy-corrected angular difference between the MC and 

HC components that is nearly identical to the MC-HC angular differences seen in the 

other three samples (143.9°). 

We note that while the slow cooling and blocking of the HC component in the 

lower crust may have produced a mixed crystallization remanent magnetization (CRM) 

and TRM, due to the continuing equilibration of kamacite and taenite to ~400°C (main 

text), the much more rapidly acquired MC component should be nearly free of any CRM 

effects (see also Section 6.2). 
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4.2. Identifying primary magnetization.  We have argued in the main text that the HC 

component in 76535 is the characteristic magnetization which originated during cooling 

in the lower crust of the Moon.  A key test of this conclusion is the demonstration that the 

HC component trends to origin.  One such proposed quantitative test is to compute the 

direction of the maximum dispersion axis in the component’s centroid-centered reference 

frame (“unconstrained line fit”), determined by PCA.  The direction is then computed for 

a line that joins the centroid and the origin.  If the angular difference between these 

directions, dANG, is less than some pre-defined value (e.g., the MAD for the PCA fit or 

else some ad hoc maximum threshold), then it can be said that the component trends to 

the origin (S12).  While this kind of metric is arbitrary because it does not assign a 

confidence interval, the lack of more robust alternatives has led us to use it to test 

whether our components trend to the origin.  However, instead of using the direction of 

the line from the centroid to the origin to compute dANG, we use the direction of the first 

point of the HC component, which has the advantage of weighting data further from the 

origin more heavily than data closer to the origin, where noise is higher.  We then use the 

criterion of dANG < MAD to determine if HC trends to the origin, where MAD in this 

case is the MAD from the unconstrained line fit (not listed in Table S1). 

We find that the HC component for sample 76535,137,8 has a dANG of 16.2°, 

which is < MAD = 18.5°, and it can said that its HC component trends to the origin.  For 

sample 76535,137,7 we find dANG = 19.9°, which is < MAD = 21.7°, and it can be said 

that its HC component trends to the origin.  For comparison, dANG for the MC 

component of 76535,137,7 is 108.5°, far greater than MAD = 8.5°, and therefore its MC 

component does not trend to the origin, as expected.  For sample 76535,138,2, we find 

dANG = 7.4° for its HC component, which is < MAD = 13.0°, and it can be said that its 

HC component trends to the origin.  For sample 76535,137,1, only two points were used 

to determine the direction of HC (described above).  However, if we use the non-GRM 

corrected single-axis demagnetized data between 94.7 and 142.0 mT (Figure S1), we find 

that dANG = 21.7°, which is < MAD = 32.5°, and therefore it can be said that its HC 

component trends to the origin.  In summary, it can be said that all four HC components 

trend to the origin within the limitations of the dANG metric. 
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4.3. Correction for anisotropy of remanence.  As discussed in Section 9.1, some of our 

subsamples of 76535 have anisotropy of remanence, which deflects their remanence 

directions from that of the magnetizing field.  The LC, MC, and HC directions were 

therefore corrected for this anisotropy.  For most samples, this involved computing 

anisotropy ellipsoids with IRM fields representative of the coercivity range of each 

component (10, 40, and 105 mT, for LC, MC, and HC, respectively).  The anisotropy 

data for each sample are presented in Table S3, and the corrected directions are shown in 

Table S1, along with the total angular change after anisotropy correction.  Sample 

76535,137,7 showed negligible changes in remanence direction after correction, and the 

original uncorrected directions were used.  In the case of 76535,138,2, the directions 

changed by ~10° for all components, which led us to perform corrections using 

anisotropy of ARM, which is likely a better analog for TRM anisotropy.  The results 

using ARM with a DC field of 100 µT in AF fields of 57.0 and 120.0 mT, for the MC and 

HC components, respectively, yielded an MC-HC angular difference of 141.6°, 

comparable to the IRM-corrected value of 134.4° (a difference of 7.2°).  Using the MC-

HC angular distance calculated from the IRM-corrected data would not affect our main 

conclusions. 

 

5.0. Magnetic homogeneity test   

 

A key test of whether 76535’s MC and HC components are the product of a spatially 

uniform external magnetic field like that of a core dynamo is that each component should 

be unidirectionally oriented throughout the rock (S13).  Because our allocated subsamples 

of 76535 are very small, and the rock is extremely friable and not easily broken apart into 

mutually oriented subsamples, we used a comparison of the relative orientation of the 

MC and HC components as a proxy test for magnetic homogeneity.  A necessary but not 

sufficient condition for homogeneity is that the angular distance between the two 

components should be constant, and indeed we observe this for all of our well-controlled 

subsamples of 76535 (Fig. 1G, Table S1).   

We were also able to break apart one sample, 76535,138,1 into two mutually 

oriented subsamples (138,2, and 138,3).  The two subsamples were AF demagnetized and 
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the directions corrected for anisotropy and GRM.  After successful removal of a well-

defined LC component, the demagnetization behavior of 138,3 was anomalous and unlike 

our other samples did not reveal clear MC or HC components, likely because of the 

sample’s tiny size (22 mg, our smallest subsample) and relatively small number of 

crystals.  The sample also showed particular susceptibility to GRM.  We conducted a 

least squares fit to a possible HC component from 53.0-61.0 mT (MAD = 12.2°) that 

decreased monotonically in intensity from 2.3 × 10-11 to 1.1 × 10-11 Am2.  After ARM 

anisotropy correction (DC field of 100 μT, peak AF field of 57.0 mT), the direction of 

this component is 65° from the ARM-anisotropy corrected HC component of its pair 

138,2.  This angular distance is comparable to the total angular error between the two 

components (55°), estimated by the sum of the HC MAD values for each sample (11.8° + 

12.2°), the estimated relative orientation error of the two pieces (15°), and the estimated 

orientation errors during calculation of the anisotropy ellipsoids (~8° per sample), not 

including the formal error estimate for the anisotropy ellipsoids.  Notably, the HC 

components of each sample moved towards each other after anisotropy correction.  For 

comparison, the LC components (MAD values of 0.9° and 4.0°, for 138,2 and 138,3, 

respectively) were 18.0° apart after anisotropy correction using IRM fields of 10 mT.  

The similar LC directions for these two pieces contrasts with the non-unidirectionality of 

the LC components in our unoriented samples.  This difference is not surprising since 

although IRM fields from localized sources can be highly non-uniform on the centimeter 

scale, they must be unidirectional below some spatial scale [typically, millimeters and 

below; see Fig. S1 of (S14)]. 

 

6.0. Paleointensity measurements 

 

For terrestrial igneous samples, the Thellier-Thellier heating experiment is the preferred 

method for estimating paleofield because thermal demagnetization reproduces the way 

that the sample naturally acquired its NRM (S15, 16).  However, numerous previous 

Thellier-Thellier studies of lunar rocks, including a recent such analysis of 76535, have 

failed to obtain accurate paleointensities due to severe sample alteration (S3, 17-20). 

Therefore, we made a fundamental decision to use nondestructive, order-of-magnitude 
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room-temperature techniques to demagnetize the NRM and obtain paleointensity 

estimates.  Following (S14), we have normalized the NRM to a laboratory ARM and IRM 

rather than to a laboratory TRM like the Thellier-Thellier technique.   The artificial ARM 

and IRM were stepwise AF demagnetized using the same AF steps as used to 

demagnetize the NRM, permitting us to compute NRM/ARM and NRM/IRM for each 

coercivity bin and therefore for each NRM component.  Our paleointensity methods are 

therefore multicomponent techniques: our IRM method is essentially the REM’ technique 

(S19), while our other paleointensity technique is philosophically equivalent to REM’ 

except that ARM is used as the normalizer in place of IRM.  

 

6.1. Paleointensity techniques.  The IRM technique typically provides an order-of-

magnitude estimate of the absolute paleofield, with the major source of error being the 

dependence of TRM/IRM on the unknown grain volume and microscopic coercivity 

distribution (S21).  For example, Yu (S21) found that in terrestrial basalts, the IRM and 

Thellier-Thellier methods agreed within a factor of two using calibration data for 

meteorites, and a factor of three using the calibration for lunar samples.  Weiss et al. 

(S22) used terrestrial basalts to find that a simple NRM/IRM metric reproduced the 

Earth’s field within a factor of ~2.  In addition, laboratory experiments with synthetic 

metal-bearing samples reproduced the ambient field within an order of magnitude for a 

wide range of field values (S23).  However, narrow acicular shape distributions like that 

expected for 76535 can have TRM/IRM 50 times higher than that of equant grains (S23-

25), and we incorporate this factor into our uncertainty estimates (Section 6.2).   

Similar to the IRM method, NRM can also be normalized by laboratory ARM to 

obtain an estimate of the paleofield (S20, 26-29).  Traditionally, this technique has only 

been applied to the total remanence. Analogous to our IRM paleointensity method, here 

we calculate the derivative of AF of NRM for separate magnetization components in each 

sample.  The paleofield is obtained by multiplying NRM/ARM by the ARM bias field 

[ideally equal to the paleofield (S30)], and dividing by a calibration coefficient f’, which 

is the ratio of TRM to ARM for a given magnetizing field.  There is some uncertainty in 

the value of f’ because it changes as a function of grain size, bias field, and degree of 

interactions (S31), but a number of experiments have shown that a value of f’ = 0.9-1.6 
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(typically f’ = 1.34) is fairly constant across different lunar samples (S20, 26, 32, 33). A 

recent analysis of ARM (S34) suggests that samples with elongate grains could have a f’ 

perhaps 10 times larger than this.  Generally, we expect the ARM method to also be 

accurate to within an order of magnitude (S35-37). 

For each sample, we first conducted three paleointensity experiments in which 

ARM was acquired in increasing AF fields for constant bias fields of 50, 100, and 200 

µT.  These samples were then demagnetized completely and given a near-saturation IRM 

(260-290 mT) that was then AF demagnetized and GRM-corrected (the multicomponent 

IRM method used here does not require saturating the rock because it measures 

remanence lost at each AF demagnetization step).  We also AF demagnetized and GRM-

corrected an ARM (DC bias field of 200 µT, peak field 85 mT) to obtain a paleofield 

estimate analogous to the ARM acquired estimate.  This was done to assess if GRM made 

a significant contribution to our ARM acquired paleointensity estimate (it did not).  

Paleointensity estimates (Table S2) were obtained from plots of NRM lost versus ARM 

gained [similar to the Stephenson method (S38)] and NRM lost versus IRM lost 

[essentially the REM’ method of (S19) and REM(AF) method of (S39) but using the 

visualization method of (S38)].  NRM lost was computed using vector subtraction for 

each component.  For example, for the MC component observed in 76535,137,7 (Fig. 1), 

NRM lost values between AF 27.6 and 72.5 mT were computed by vector subtraction 

from the AF 27.6 mT step, while for the HC component, NRM lost values were 

computed by vector subtraction from the AF 72.5 mT step.   We calculated the IRM and 

ARM paleointensities using the following formulas:   

 

ARM paleointensity in µT = (ΔNRM/ΔARM)/f’ × (bias field in µT) 

IRM paleointensity in µT  = (ΔNRM/ΔIRM) × a,  

 

where f’ and a-1 are the ratio of TRM to ARM and IRM, respectively, and ΔNRM, 

ΔARM, ΔIRM are, respectively, the vector-subtracted gain or loss of NRM, ARM, and 

IRM as derived from least squares fits to the paleointensity plots in the AF range for a 

given component.  Although the uncertainty in the calibration coefficients is almost 

certainly higher than the uncertainty from the linear regressions to estimate the 
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paleofield, we also compute the 95% confidence interval for all paleofield estimates in 

order to demonstrate that the slopes are statistically distinguishable from zero.  

 Because f’ and a are known to vary depending on grain size and shape, we 

calculated a range of paleointensities for each paleointensity method.  The upper limit is 

obtained assuming f’ = 1.34 and a = 3000 (typical for equant grains of multidomain iron).  

The lower limit for IRM paleointensities is calculated assuming the smallest yet 

measured a = 3000/50.  The latter value has been observed for an anorthosite from the 

Archean Stillwater Complex containing exsolved single-domain magnetite needles in 

plagioclase with aspect ratios up to 50:1 (S23); other single domain acicular magnetites 

as well as Fe-Ni-Co wires with axial ratios up to 14:1 also have been observed to have 

intermediate values of a (S24, 25).  We believe a = 3000/50 is a conservative lower limit 

on our paleointensities because although 76535 contains acicular needles of Fe-Ni-Co 

with axial ratios up to 45:1 (S40-42), our hysteresis data (Fig. S11) indicate that unlike 

the Stillwater anorthosite, the most abundant Fe-Ni metal in 76535 is in the form of 

approximately multidomain crystals.  The latter metal is probably the large (~10-100 µm 

diameter) approximately equant grains observed in the mesostasis and “mosaic 

assemblages” [see Fig. 6 of (S40) and Figs. 5D and 6 of (S42)].  Although the 

dependence of f’ on shape is not well known, a recent study (S34) suggests that for 

magnetite with similar aspect ratios, TRM/ARM should exceed by at least the same 

factor of 50 as the TRM/IRM ratio that of equant grains.  Therefore, we adopt a lower 

limit for ARM paleointensities computed using f’ = 1.34×50.   

 

6.2. Paleointensity estimates.  Figure S3 shows the results of ARM and IRM 

paleointensity experiments for the MC and HC components in 76535,137,7 and 

76535,138,2.  The labels in each plot give the slope calculated by linear regression.  

Table S2 summarizes the computed slopes, formal 95% confidence intervals for the 

regression, and paleointensity estimates assuming the ARM and IRM calibration factors 

defined above.  The slopes derived from GRM-corrected AF of ARM (open uncolored 

data points) are nearly equivalent to the slopes from the analogous ARM-acquired 

experiment, suggesting that GRM does not significantly affect our paleointensity 

estimates.  In the case of 76535,137,7, the ARM acquired with a bias field of 50 µT was 
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too noisy at the coercivities blocked by the HC component (likely due to ARM noise) and 

did not yield a statistically significant slope. 

Generally, the slopes and fields for the HC component are higher than those for 

the MC component.  The slope changes between the two components are sharp and well 

defined, which suggests that the higher HC values are not due exclusively to changes in 

grain size or AF field but possibly to real differences in paleointensity.  Note that the MC 

component was blocked just after the end of the period during which the HC component 

was acquired.  While this would at first seem to suggest that the paleointensity plots 

should have exactly the same slope across the final AF steps of the MC component and 

the first AF steps of HC component, recall that upon initial excavation the rock was 

heated up to 600°C, which is at least ~200°C (and possibly as much as 400°C) above its 

final temperature acquired while in the lower crust.  Therefore, given the slow cooling 

rate in the lower crust (several tens of °C per Ma or less), the remaining HC remanence 

unaffected by this reheating could be millions of years older than the MC remanence.  

This means there is in fact no reason to expect that the MC and HC components should 

have the same paleointensity.  In any case, our paleointensity technique is sufficiently 

uncertain that it probably prevents us from accurately determining the relative strength of 

the MC and HC fields. 

While the MC component was acquired relatively quickly, and its TRM 

paleointensity is likely unaffected by the effects of CRM, it is possible that the HC 

paleointensity is being underestimated due to the equilibration of kamacite and taenite 

during slow cooling to ~400°C.  This is because kamacite grains will acquire some CRM 

as they grow during cooling, which is theoretically a less efficient magnetization process 

than TRM [e.g. equation 13.5 of (S16)].  This would effectively mean that the values 

used for a are lower limits and the values used for f’ are upper limits.  However, in the 

absence of experimental work on the effects of CRM on paleointensities for the Fe-Ni 

system, we cannot definitely determine how the HC paleointensity estimate would be 

affected. 

As shown in Table S2, the minimum estimate from all of the paleofield 

experiments is 0.3-1.3 μT.  We suspect the upper range of paleointensities (in some cases 

exceeding 100 μT), which would be difficult to reconcile with the expected small size of 
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the lunar core (S43), are likely overestimates given the unusual shape distribution of 

metal in 76535 (see Section 6.1).  The minimum paleointensities are so large that they 

rule out most potential field generation processes as the source of the HC and MC 

magnetization.  Such fields are too strong to have been the product of the early T Tauri 

Sun (S44) and protoplanetary disk dynamo (S45) [neither of which should have been 

present at ~4.2 Ga anyway (S46)], the solar wind or galactic field.  The magnitude of 

fields from a dynamo on the early Earth would have also been too weak.  For example, 

using equation 4.213 of (S47) to estimate the timescale for tidal growth of the lunar 

semimajor axis, we find that the Moon reached a semimajor axis of 20 Earth radii 0.3-30 

Ma after accretion, assuming a wide range of k/Q = 0.1-0.001, where k is the Earth’s 

second-degree tidal effective Love number and Q is its tidal specific dissipation factor 

(presently k/Q = 0.025).  These timescales are in agreement with timescales obtained 

using the treatment of (S48) and results reported by (S49).  Assuming the early Earth had 

a dipole moment like today, its field at the Moon at 20 Earth radii would have been only 

0.006 µT, and by 4.2 Ga the Moon was almost certainly beyond 20 Earth radii.  All of 

these field sources have the additional problem that it is difficult for them to uniformly 

magnetize the spinning, orbiting Moon.  Lunar crustal fields like those observed today 

are also mostly too weak to have produced the magnetization in 76535.  This leaves core 

dynamo fields and impact-generated fields as the two remaining explanations.  As 

described in the main text, the well-constrained slow cooling history and lack of shock 

features in 76535 strongly favors a core dynamo. 

 

7.0. Isothermal remanent magnetization in 76535 

 

During AF demagnetization of 76535, we found that all of our subsamples contained a 

strong, near-saturation LC component that is removed by AF ~11-13 mT.  This 

component is distinctly non-uniform both spatially (its orientation relative to the MC and 

HC components varies for different subsamples) as well as in coercivity (it is curved in 

orthographic plots).  Similar features are observed for the IRM magnet overprints 

commonly found in meteorites (S14, 19). The LC component also demagnetizes very 

similarly to a 15 mT laboratory IRM (Fig. S6).  Any mismatch of the NRM with the 
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laboratory IRM below ~13 mT in the samples is almost certainly due to viscous decay of 

the original IRM and acquisition of a terrestrial VRM.  The nonlinearity of the remanence 

direction observed during AF demagnetization at such low fields is also probably partly 

due to overprinting by this VRM, as well as to the fact that natural IRM field sources are 

usually highly nonuniform on the sample’s spatial scale (such that when the IRM source 

was removed from 76535, it may have progressively blocked different coercivity ranges 

in different directions and also produced magnetization directions varying throughout the 

sample).   In addition, the directionality of the IRM remanence is largely controlled by 

anisotropy, which is greatest for low coercivity grains in 76535 (Section 9.1 and Fig. S7). 

All of these features strongly indicate that, like many other Apollo samples (S3, 50, 51) 

and meteorites (S14, 19), 76535 acquired an IRM overprint prior to our analyses. The 

coercivity range of the IRM overprint is in the range of fields inferred to have been 

present in the Apollo spacecraft and also typical of hand magnets, but its true origin is 

unknown. 

Fortunately, AF demagnetization is the ideal method for removing IRM 

overprints (S50, 52).  Six experiments on three subsamples repeatedly demonstrated that 

a laboratory 15 mT IRM is completely removed by AF ~12-13 mT [slightly less than the 

IRM field, presumably due to assistance by internal demagnetizing fields (S53)].  For 

example, following AF demagnetization of the NRM of 76535,137,1 to 290 mT, we 

applied a 15 mT IRM in the approximate LC direction and then AF demagnetized the 

sample again.  Up to AF ~11 mT, the laboratory IRM moment decayed monotonically 

with increasing AF field, and a least squares fit from AF 7.6 to 11.0 mT yielded a MAD 

of 9.0°.  This behavior was similar to that of the LC component (MAD = 9.6° over the 

same AF range).  By AF 14.0 mT, the remanence vector was within 10° of the pre-

laboratory IRM direction (Fig. S4A), which was 90.5° away from the IRM direction.  

This demonstrates that the MC and HC components are unlikely to be contaminated by a 

low-field IRM like that which produced the LC component.  These results are in 

agreement with a previous study (S50) that demonstrated how a low-field IRM from the 

Apollo 16 spacecraft that overprinted an Apollo 12 basalt brought back to the Moon 

could be essentially completely removed by AF 2 mT (as indicated by the return of the 

sample’s moment to its pre-Apollo 16 direction).  
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8.0. Magnetic viscosity 

 

Lunar rocks have been immersed in the Earth’s magnetic field since their return during 

1969-1972.  It is important to establish that the MC and HC components in 76535 are not 

entirely VRM acquired during this period.  For instance, in previous studies, fine grained 

iron in lunar breccias has been suspected of giving artificially high paleointensities due to 

recent acquisition of VRM in the Earth’s field (S28, 54).   In these studies, below AF 

fields of 10-20 mT it was found that both laboratory- and naturally acquired-VRM 

yielded relatively high slopes in the low coercivity portions of ARM-paleointensity plots, 

implying large paleofields (S28).  However, at higher coercivities it was found that the 

slope breaks cleanly towards a shallower value that remained constant up to the limit of 

the demagnetizer, suggesting that VRM was removed and that the high coercivity 

magnetization components represented primary remanence (S28).  These results are also 

in agreement with similar VRM experiments on breccias by (S55), where terrestrial VRM 

was removed by AF ~20 mT. 

We also find marked direction changes and suspected VRM components that are 

removed by at most AF 10 mT.  Consider 76535,137,1, which from a comparison of AF 

demagnetization of NRM and IRM 15 mT has by far the largest VRM component of all 

of our subsamples (Figs. S1A, S6B).  The responsibility of low coercivity grains for the 

VRM is clearly demonstrated by (a) the directional change and decay of the LC 

component at AF 3.6 mT and near 8.2 mT and by (b) the relatively small amount of 

NRM lost by AF 15 mT relative to that lost by a 15 mT IRM.  Because the LC 

component was apparently viscously affected only in grains with coercivities <8.2 mT 

and was directionally stable between AF 8.2-11 mT (and compared favorably with low-

field laboratory IRM) despite years of storage in the Earth’s field, we can be confident 

that higher coercivity grains have not been affected by VRM.   

We tested this conclusion by conducting our own VRM-acquisition experiments 

on 76535.  Three subsamples were exposed to the Earth’s field after AF demagnetization 

of NRM up to 290 mT.  Two of these subsamples (76535,137,3 and 137,5) exhibited 

little apparent viscous demagnetization of their natural LC IRM during AF 
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demagnetization of their NRM.  During the subsequent artificial VRM experiments, these 

samples indeed showed no detectable evidence of VRM (<1% of the sample’s pre-VRM 

moment) after exposure to the Earth’s field for 42 days (measured within 100 s of reentry 

into the shielded room).  On the other hand, sample 137,1, which as described above 

exhibits the effects of substantial natural viscous demagnetization of its LC IRM, 

acquired after 42 days of Earth-field exposure a moment of 3.2×10-10Am2, which is 44% 

of its NRM, 60% of the NRM lost up to AF 8.2 mT (5.4×10-10Am2), and 73% of its pre-

VRM moment.  If VRM acquisition is approximated as linear with the logarithm of time, 

the predicted VRM after 10 years of undisturbed storage at Johnson Space Center and 6 

months of storage in a shielded room would be 0.6×10-10Am2.  This is only 11% of the 

NRM lost up to AF 8.2 mT.  However, this is not unexpected given that VRM acquisition 

is nonlinear with time (S56) and the LC component is a mixture of IRM and VRM.  No 

detectable change (<1%) from the post-VRM moment was observed during 100 

continuous measurements performed over one hour after removal from the Earth’s field.  

However, after 7 days of storage in a shielded room the moment of 137,1 had returned to 

96.5% of its original value, and after 23 days the sample moment had returned 

completely to its previous magnitude (99%) and direction (3°), suggesting a very soft 

component of low coercivity grains was the carrier of the VRM, as observed for other 

lunar samples. 

  

9.0. Other rock magnetic data 

 

9.1. Anisotropy of remanence.  76535 is a coarse grained rock with plagioclase and 

olivine crystal sizes ranging from ~0.2 to ~3 mm in diameter.  The relatively small size of 

our analyzed subsamples means that they each contain several dozen or fewer olivine and 

plagioclase crystals. The plagioclase contains oriented arrays and needles (with axial 

ratios sometimes exceeding >50) of metallic inclusions (S40-42).  This would suggest 

that our subsamples could exhibit significant anisotropy of remanence.  Such anisotropy 

would influence the remanence directions inferred from our PCA fits [i.e., (S57)] as well 

as the magnitude of our paleointensity analyses [i.e., (S58)]. 
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 To characterize the anisotropy of remanence, we applied an IRM in three 

orthogonal directions and then solved for the principal axes of the IRM anisotropy 

ellipsoid following (S59, 60).  We conducted this experiment for at least four different 

IRM fields (10, 40, 105 and 205 mT) in order to determine how the anisotropy varies as a 

function of coercivity.  Table S2 summarizes some of the data at fields relevant for the 

LC, MC, and HC components.  We found that the degree of anisotropy, P (S61) 

decreases monotonically as coercivity increases for all samples, suggesting that 

anisotropy of higher coercivity grains is lower than those of lower coercivity.  The 

continually changing anisotropy as a function of coercivity could be responsible for some 

of the deviations from ideal linear demagnetization observed in Figs. 1, S1 and S2.  The 

shape factor T (S62), was generally positive, indicating that the anisotropy ellipsoid is 

oblate.  

 The directions of the LC components with respect to the principal anisotropy axes 

are a direct manifestation of the high anisotropy carried by low coercivity grains 

described above.  The LC component directions for all seven samples are either close to 

the easy axis direction or in the easy-intermediate plane as computed from a low field 

IRM.   There is no such trend for the MC and HC components.  Figure S7 shows the 

uncorrected LC directions and the first, second, and third principal axes of the anisotropy 

ellipsoids calculated with an IRM of 10 mT.  Three LC components cluster very close to 

the sample’s first axis, and the remaining four points lie within or near the easy-

intermediate plane.  This strong correlation of the IRM with anisotropy axes is consistent 

with other findings in meteorites and lunar rocks (S63).  However, in this case the 

anisotropy is not due to shock related processes, but rather the rock’s naturally coarse 

grain size. 

 

9.2. Anhysteretic remanent magnetization and isothermal remanent magnetization 

acquisition and demagnetization.   Samples 76535,137,3 and 137,5 were given stepwise 

ARM in increasing DC bias fields from 0.5 to 2 mT in a peak AC field of 200 mT (Fig. 

S8).  These data can be used to infer the degree of magnetostatic interactions in the 

sample (S53).  Following ARM acquisition, the ARM was then stepwise AF 

demagnetized, and the median destructive field was found to be 13.5 and 11.0 mT for 
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137,3 and 137,5, respectively.  The samples were then given an IRM with a DC field of 

200 mT that was also subsequently stepwise AF demagnetized (Fig. S9), and the median 

destructive field was found to be 13.5 and 11.2 mT, for 137,3, and 137,5, respectively.  

The IRM acquisition and AF demagnetization of IRM data are indicators of the 

coercivity spectrum of the sample.  Comparison of the AF demagnetization of ARM and 

IRM constitutes the Lowrie-Fuller test (Fig. S10), an indicator of grain size and stress 

state (S64, 65).  The data indicate that the rock exhibits H-type (IRM more stable than 

ARM) behavior, consistent with kamacite and ferromagnetic taenite in the pseudo single 

domain to multidomain size range (see also Section 9.3).   

 High ARM susceptibility (Fig. S7) and Cisowski R values (S53) ranging from 

0.42-0.44 (Fig. S9) indicate that 76535 contains relatively weakly interacting grains or 

some multidomain grains.  IRM acquisition and demagnetization data (Fig. S8) and 

coercivity of remanence values (18.5, 16.0, and 36.0 mT for 137,3, 137,5, and 137,1, 

respectively) are consistent with the presence of kamacite and taenite [and not the high 

coercivity mineral tetrataenite  (S66, 67)] as the main ferromagnetic phases in 76535.   

 

9.3. Hysteresis loops.  Room temperature hysteresis data for 76535,137,1 and  

76535,137,3 were obtained with a Digital Measurement Systems vibrating sample 

magnetometer in C. Ross’s laboratory in the MIT Department of Materials Science and 

Engineering.  The high-field slope of each hysteresis loop was used to estimate the 

contribution of paramagnetic and diamagnetic minerals. Their contribution has been 

subtracted from the loops shown in Fig. S11.  We found that the subsample containing 

significant amounts of both olivine and plagioclase (137,1) is predominantly multidomain 

(Fig. S11A), with a ratio of saturation remanence to saturation magnetization Mrs/Ms = 

0.016 and a ratio of coercivity of remanence to coercivity of Hcr/Hc = 9 [see (S68), with 

the caveat that the results of this study are formally only applicable to magnetite].  On the 

other hand, the very plagioclase-rich sample (137,3) is apparently pseudo-single domain, 

with Mrs/Ms = 0.027 and Hcr/Hc = 3 (Fig. S11B).  The latter is the first lunar plutonic rock 

sample observed to have such fine-grained remanence carriers and is in fact one of the 

most single-domain like lunar samples known [see (S51)].  This may be because the 

metal in this sample is likely mostly in the form of exsolved needle-shaped inclusions in 
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the plagioclase, whereas the metal in 137,1 may be in larger interstitial grains.  The 

observed saturation field near 1 T and the Mrs/Ms and Hcr/Hc values indicate that kamacite 

and taenite rather than tetrataenite (S66, 67) are the major ferromagnetic phases in 76535.  

This is also consistent with the thermal history of the rock (Fig. 2), during which any 

tetrataenite formed during slow cooling in the lunar crust should have been destroyed 

upon heating to ~500°C and cooling over 10 ka in an ejecta blanket [i.e., (S67, 69-74)]. 

 

10.0. 40Ar/39Ar thermochronology   

 

Three different groups have dated 76535 using K/Ar and 40Ar/39Ar geochronology and 

have obtained plateau and integrated ages ranging from 4.2-4.3 Ga (S75-77).  The most 

thoroughly documented of these studies is that of Husain and Schaeffer (S77).  We used 

their data to conduct 40Ar/39Ar thermochronology calculations in order to constrain the 

temperature history of the 76535.  Using their plagioclase 39Ar release data assuming that 

their heating steps lasted ~ 1 h (S78, 79), we calculated the temperature-dependence of 

the 39Ar diffusion coefficients D(T) through 76535 assuming a spherical diffusion domain 

geometry (Fig. 3A).  We then conducted thermochronological modeling following our 

previous analyses of Martian meteorites (S80-82).  We assumed that the colinearity 

observed for the first 6 heating steps (1000-1350°C) of the released 39Ar indicates that the 

diffusion of Ar in 76535 plagioclase is thermally activated over this range.  Assuming the 

diffusivity is described by an Arrhenius relationship, a least squares regression to these 

data gave an activation energy Ea = 236.9 ± 27.6 kJ mol-1 and ln(Do/a2) = 4.43 ± 0.95 

ln(s-1) for diffusivity at infinite temperature Do and diffusive length scale a.  This 

diffusivity is at the retentive end of that typically observed for plagioclase (S83, 84).  

Consistent with the lack of deformational textures in this rock, we assume that this 

Arrhenius relationship and corresponding diffusive length scale, a, have held for 76535 

since the deep crustal metamorphic event.  Using a numerical solution to the radiogenic 

production-diffusion equation described by (S82, 85) and using a radius of 2.5 cm for the 

parent rock (S82, 86), we simulated the expected radiogenic 40Ar (40Ar*) distributions 

within the sample following various thermal perturbations at 3.9 Ga (the putative late 

heavy bombardment) and 220 Ma [the time of recent excavation of 76535 given by its 
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cosmic ray exposure age (S87)].  We found that there is no evidence for any 40Ar loss 

since 4.2 Ga.  From this we derived a conservative upper bound on the time-temperature 

history for thermal events at 3.9 Ga and 220 Ma assuming no gas loss at any other time in 

the rock’s history (Fig. 3C).   

 

 
11.0. Conductive cooling timescales  

 
As described in the main text, establishing the conductive heating and cooling timescale 

for 765335 is critical for establishing the origin and duration of the field that magnetized 

it.  We have already established that the rock could not have been shock heated (see main 

text).  Quick heating and cooling (< 1 day) as a result of heating in an impact ejecta 

blanket might permit the rock to acquire a TRM from any associated impact-generated 

fields (which are thought to persist for as long as ~1 day for the largest, basin-forming 

impacts), while slower heating and cooling would mean that impact-generated fields 

would not be present long enough to block a TRM.  To determine the typical conductive 

heating and cooling timescales for 76535, we modeled the rock as a sphere of radius R at 

initial temperature T0 surrounded by an infinite medium with initial temperature T.  The 

temperature at a radius r within the sphere can then be computed using equation (6) from 

Section 10.2 of (S88) [see also (S82)].  For these calculations, we assumed a thermal 

diffusivity of 10-6 m2s-1, a specific heat of 815 J kg-1 K-1, and a density of 2800 kg m-3. 

Fig. S12 shows the heating time for a rock with T0 = –20°C, the approximate lunar near-

surface temperature at depths not subject to diurnal fluctuations (S89), to reach a 

temperature of T = 770°C, the Curie temperature of pure iron, at a radius of r = R/2, for 

several values of R.  During this time, the rock could not acquire magnetization, yet any 

impact-generated fields would be decaying.  An extreme minimum heating timescale for 

76535 can be computed using only the size of the rock recovered by the Apollo 

astronauts (R = 2.5 cm).  For this radius, we find that the rock will heat up to the ambient 

temperatures of an ejecta blanket in ~1000 s, long compared to the expected lifetimes of 

impact-generated and -amplified fields.  Fig. S12 also shows the time required for 

conductive cooling of a rock, which is representative of the cooling timescale for an 

ejecta blanket. The total time required for the rock to acquire TRM is the sum of both the 
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heating and cooling times.  Even very small ejecta blankets of ~1 m diameter would 

remain hot for ~1 day. 
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Table S1 – Summary of magnetization components from principal component analysis and corrected 
directions from anisotropy of remanence computed using IRM fields of 10, 40, and 105 mT for LC, MC, and 
HC, respectively, except where indicated.  MAD = maximum angular deviation. 
Sample, 
component 

AF range 
(mT) 

Fit   
type

* 

Dec., Inc. 
(°) 

Dec., Inc. 
anisotropy- 

corrected (°) 

Angular 
change 

(°)† 

MC-HC 
distance 

(°) 

MAD 
(°) 

Points 

76535,137,1         
   LC 7.6-10.5 L 104.9, 34.2 100.5, 28.4 6.9 - 9.6 6 
   MC 35.9-82.9 L 176.6, 54.5 156.8, 48.9 13.4 - 25.7 18 
   HC 82.9-origin‡ AL 40.7, -62.5 40.3, -67.5 5.0 143.9 - 2 
76535,137,7         
   LC 8.9-11.3 L 359.5, 73.2 Neg.§ 0 - 3.2 7 
   MC 27.6-72.5 L 206.9, 71.3 Neg. § 0 - 8.5 10 
   HC 72.5-252.5 AL 47.2, -41.0 Neg. § 0 148.0 6.5 12 
76535,137,8         
   LC 6.8-11.8 L 226.0, -44.5 229.3, -47.9 4.1 - 2.8 11 
   MC 19.8-34.5 L 152.6, 57.4 159.4, 55.3 4.3 - 20.9 5 
   HC 44.5-205.0 AL 22.9, -41.4 23.7, -42.6 1.3 148.9 14.1 22 
76535,138,2         
   LC 6.8-11.8 L 335.5, -57.1 8.0, -34.0 31.9 - 0.9 11 
   MC 25.0-59.0 L 178.8, 69.4 198.6, 56.5 15.6|| - 19.4 17 
   HC 59.0-172.5 AL 59.5, -36.8 46.8, -24.0 16.8|| 141.6|| 11.8 28 

* Fit type: L = line.  AL = line anchored to the origin. 
† Difference between directions before and after anisotropy correction. 
‡ Only one measurement point used in fit.  See text for details. 
§ Negligible change (less than 2°). 
|| Remanence corrected with ARM(100 μT) at peak AC fields of 57 and 120 mT for MC and HC, respectively. 
Remanence corrected with IRM(57 mT) and IRM(120 mT) gives similar angular changes (8.9° and 12.7°) in 
the same directions, with an MC-HC angular distance of 134.4°. 

 
 

Table S2: Paleointensity estimates for medium coercivity (MC) and high coercivity (HC) components in 
76535.  See Section 6 for details. 
Sample, 
Experiment 

MC slope Paleointensity (μT) HC slope Paleointensity (μT)* 

76535,137,7     
  ARM 50 μT 0.68 ± 0.23 0.50 ± 0.2 to 25 ± 8 - - 
  ARM 100 μT 0.38 ± 0.09 0.56 ± 0.1 to 28 ± 7 0.53 ± 0.18 0.8 ± 0.2 to 40 ± 10 
  ARM 200 μT  0.22 ± 0.04 0.64 ± 0.1 to 32 ± 7 0.42 ± 0.14 1.2 ± 0.4 to 62 ± 20 
  AF ARM†  200 μT  0.22 ± 0.07 0.66 ± 0.2 to 33 ± 10 - - 
  AF IRM† 0.019 ± 0.004 1.2 ± 0.2 to 58 ± 10 0.058 ± 0.01 3.5 ± 0.6 to 170 ± 30 
76535,138,2     
  ARM 50 μT 0.36 ± 0.035 0.26 ± 0.02 to 13 ± 1 1.50 ± 0.30 1.2 ± 0.2 to 58 ± 10 
  ARM 100 μT 0.23 ± 0.04 0.34 ± 0.06 to 17 ± 3 1.50 ± 0.40 2.2 ± 0.6 to 110 ± 30 
  ARM 200 μT 0.11 ± 0.02 0.32 ± 0.04 to 16 ± 2 0.86 ± 0.08 2.6 ± 0.2 to 130 ± 10 
  AF ARM† 200 μT 0.12 ± 0.02 0.38 ± 0.06 to 19 ± 3 0.73 ± 0.08 2.2 ± 0.2 to 110 ± 10 
  AF IRM† 0.02 ± 0.003 1.3 ± 0.2 to 66 ± 8 0.13 ± 0.02 7.9 ± 1.0 to 390 ± 50 

Note: ARM paleointensity in microteslas = (NRM/ARM)/f’ × (bias field in microteslas), and IRM 
paleointensity in microteslas= NRM/IRM × a.  The limits of the given paleointensity range were computed 
using two extreme values of f’ = 1.34 and 1.34×50 and a = 3000 and 3000/50.  Uncertainties on each limit 
are formal 95% confidence intervals on the slope fit using Student’s t-test. 
 
* These values may be lower limits given the possible contribution of phase transformation crystallization 
remanent magnetization to the HC component. 
† GRM-corrected. 
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Table S3. Anisotropy of remanence data for 76535, at IRM fields of 10, 40, and 105 μT.  P = degree of 
anisotropy.  T = shape factor.  

Sample Mass 
(mg) 

NRM 
(Am2) 

P 
(10 μT) 

T 
(10 μT) 

P 
(40 μT) 

T 
(40 μT) 

P 
(105 μT) 

T 
(105 μT) 

76535,137,1 68 7.20 × 10-10  2.79 -0.32 1.89 -0.36 1.50 -0.32 
76535,137,3 55 7.73 × 10-9 5.00 0.15 4.14 0.04 3.00 -0.30 
76535,137,7 109 2.32 × 10-9 1.22 0.80 1.16 -0.49 1.10 0.33 
76535,137,8 48 3.39 × 10-9 1.56 -0.04 1.39 0.82 1.44 0.25 
76535,138,2 38 1.41 × 10-9 3.31 -0.08 2.27 0.31 1.65 0.43 
76535,138,3 22 5.82 × 10-10 2.61 0.41 1.93 0.24 1.18 -0.29 
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Figure Captions 
 
Fig. S1.  Natural remanent magnetization in 76535,137,1.  (A, B) two-dimensional 

projection of the NRM vector during AF demagnetization.  Closed (open) symbols 

represent end points of magnetization projected onto horizontal N-E (vertical N-Z) 

planes.  Peak fields for selected AF steps are labeled in mT.  Dashed lines are component 

directions determined from principal component analyses.  (A) AF demagnetization up to 

89.2 mT and the LC component.   (B) Zoom of boxed region in part A, showing MC 

(blue) and HC (red) components, determined from a total of 80 AF measurements.  The 

HC fit is anchored to the origin.  Green points show data that are not GRM corrected and 

only AF demagnetized in one axis above 85.0 mT (not used in any fits).  (C) Equal area 

projection of the remanence shown in part A. 

 

Fig. S2.  Natural remanent magnetization in 76535,137,8.  (A, B) two-dimensional 

projection of the NRM vector during AF demagnetization.  Closed (open) symbols 

represent end points of magnetization projected onto horizontal N-E (vertical N-Z) 

planes.  Peak fields for selected AF steps are labeled in mT.  Dashed lines are component 

directions determined from principal component analyses.  (A) AF demagnetization up to 

205.0 mT and the LC component.  (B) Zoom of boxed region in part A, showing MC 

(blue) and HC (red) components, determined from a total of 1320 AF measurements.  

The HC fit is anchored to the origin.  (C) Equal area projection of the remanence shown 

in part A. 

 

Fig. S3.  Paleointensity estimates for 76535.  Slopes derived from linear regressions are 

shown next to each experiment.  Blue and red points correspond to the MC and HC fits 

and AF steps identified in Table S1.   (A, B) ARM method paleointensity estimates for 

76535,137,7 and 76535,138,2.  Open, uncolored points are GRM-corrected AF of ARM 

measurements for the MC and HC components of 76535,138,2, and the MC component 

of 76535,137,7, performed for AF steps below 85.0 mT.  (C, D) IRM method 

paleointensity estimates for 76535,137,7 and 76535,138,2. AF of IRM experiment data 

are GRM corrected.     
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Fig. S4.  AF demagnetization of IRM and ARM in 76535,137,1.  (A) AF 

demagnetization of a laboratory 15 mT IRM after demagnetization of NRM, applied 

90.5° away from the pre-IRM direction.  (B) AF demagnetization of a laboratory ARM 

(0.05 mT bias field in a peak AF field of 290 mT), plus a subsequent laboratory 15 mT 

IRM, both applied after demagnetization of NRM. 

 

Fig. S5.  Evidence for gyroremanent magnetization (GRM) acquisition by 76535,137,7.  

(A) Difference between the average inclination of moment following uniaxial AF 

demagnetization in the x- and y-directions and that in the z-direction, as observed during 

NRM demagnetization.  Above ~40 mT, the moment after demagnetization in the z-

direction is increasingly shallower than after demagnetization in the horizontal directions 

(difference > 0 as shown by dashed line).  This is consistent with GRM, which is 

acquired perpendicular to the AF axis. (B) Alternating field demagnetization experiment 

following (S10).  Prior to the first AF step, sample NRM had been demagnetized up to 

290 mT during which it acquired a GRM.  This GRM is steadily demagnetized up to at 

least 40 mT.  Beyond 40 mT, a new GRM is steadily acquired.    

 

Fig. S6.  Remanence magnitude of 76535 during AF demagnetization.  Shown is the 

moment as a function of peak AF field for natural remanent magnetization (NRM) (blue 

curves), isothermal remanent magnetization (IRM) (red and green curves), and 

anhysteretic remanent magnetization (purple).  IRM field and ARM DC bias fields in mT 

are labeled.  The peak ARM fields for all curves were 250 mT.  (A) Subsample 

76535,137,3.  (B) Subsample 76535,137,3.  (C) Subsample 76535,137,7. 

 

Fig. S7.  Stars represent the first, second, and third anisotropy ellipsoid axes for all 

subsamples, determined by IRM 10 mT.  Circles are the LC components for each 

subsample (generally fit between AF steps 6-12 mT, see Table S1) in the same coordinate 

system as the anisotropy ellipsoid. 

 

Fig. S8.  Anhysteretic remanent magnetization (ARM) acquisition experiments on 

selected subsamples of 76535.  Shown is the ARM acquired in a 200 mT AC field as a 
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function of DC bias field.  Lower dotted curve is that of highly interacting chiton tooth 

magnetite and upper dotted curve is noninteracting magnetite in magnetotactic bacteria.  

(A) 76535,137,3.  (B) 76535,137,5.   

 

Fig. S9. Isothermal remanent magnetization (IRM) acquisition and demagnetization 

experiments on selected subsamples of 76535.  fIRM = fraction of IRM remaining/lost.  

(A) IRM acquisition and alternating field (AF) demagnetization of IRM by 76535,137,3.  

Both curves are normalized to the highest-field IRM value.  (B) Derivative of IRM 

acquisition (purple crosses) and AF demagnetization of IRM (light blue crosses), with 

running average given by solid lines.  (C) IRM acquisition and AF of IRM for 

76535,137,5.  (D) Derivatives of IRM acquisition and AF of IRM for 76535,137,5.   

 

Fig. S10.  Lowrie-Fuller tests for selected subsamples of 76535.  Shown is alternating 

field demagnetization of an anhysteretic remanent magnetization (ARM) acquired in a 

200 mT peak AC field with 0.2 mT DC bias field (light blue symbols) and of an 

isothermal remanent magnetization (IRM) acquired in a 200 mT field.  Both curves are 

normalized to the starting value just prior to AF demagnetization.  (A) 76535,137,3.  (B) 

76535,137,5.   

 

Fig. S11.  Room temperature hysteresis loops for 76535.  Shown is the sample moment 

as a function of applied field.  Inset shows data near origin (between -60 and 60 mT).  (A) 

76535,137,1.  (B) 76535,137,3.   

 

Fig. S12.  Diffusive heating and cooling calculations for masses of lunar rock.  (A) Black 

curves give the temperature of a spherical rock of radius R at a radius r = R/2, with initial 

temperature To = –20°C, surrounded by a medium of To = 770°C.   Curves are calculated 

for four values of R (2.5 cm, 25 cm, 2.5 m, and 25 m). (B) Red curves give the 

temperature of a spherical rock (or ejecta blanket) of radius R at a radius r = R/2, with 

initial temperature To = 770°C surrounded by a medium of T = -20°C.  Curves are 

calculated for four values of R (2.5 cm, 25 cm, 2.5 m, and 25 m). 
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